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Abstract: In this paper there is presented an interactive software implemented in the C# programming language using .Net Frameworks platform which allows a efficient solution of a puzzle obtained through Guarini puzzle generalization. This consists in considering 6 knights placed on the chessboard of 3\textcdot n dimension. Three knights are white and are positioned on the first line of the chessboard, and the other three are black and are positioned on the last line of the chessboard. The aim of this puzzle is to move the knights through a minimum number of moves so on the first line we have all the black knights, and on the last line we have all the white knights. This puzzle belongs to a category of problems which can be efficiently resolved using graph theory, that represents a branch of discrete mathematics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The generalization of Guarini puzzle [1-2] consists in considering 6 knights placed on the chessboard of 3\textcdot n dimension: the three white knights are at the first line, and the three black knights are at the last line (figure 1a). The scope of this puzzle is to exchange the knights to obtain the position represented in figure 1b (particular case n=5) in the minimum number of knight movements, not permitting more than one knight on a square at any time.

This puzzle belongs to a class of problems which can be resolved using different types of algorithms corresponding to areas such as discrete mathematics (graph theory) or artificial intelligence (heuristic methods, neural networks [3]).

In this paper it is presented an efficient method to solve the puzzle by using bipartite graphs [4]. The process of modeling the problem through the bipartite graph consists in numbering the squares of the chessboard which will represent the vertices of the bipartite graph. The possible movements of the knights on the chessboard, which look like the letter "L", will represent the edges of the bipartite graph.

2. BIPARTITE GRAPHS

In graph theory a multipartite graph is a graph whose vertices can be divided into m different independent sets [5]. In other words, it is a graph that can be colored with m colors, so that no two endpoints of an edge have the same color. When m = 2 these are the bipartite graphs [6] (figure 2a).

A complete multipartite graph [7-8] is a multipartite graph in which there is an edge between every pair of vertices from different independent sets. These graphs are described by notation with a capital letter K subscripted by a sequence of the sizes of each set in the partition [9]. For example, in figure 2b it is presented the complete bipartite graph $K_{4,4}$. 
3. ANALYSIS STAGE IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The scope of this paper is to present a software which permits an optimal solution of the puzzle presented in the first paragraph. The mathematical modeling of this puzzle with the aim of an optimal resolving can be used to teach bipartite graph notion [10].

From the perspective of unified modelling language [11], the analysis of the interactive software includes the representation of the use-case diagram and of the activity diagrams [12]. The use-case diagram offers simplified and graphical representation of what the software must really do. Use-case diagram (figure 3) is based upon functionality and thus will focus on the “what” offers the interactive software and not how will be realized.

The use-case diagram corresponding to this software includes:

- One actor - the user who is external entity with that the software interacts;
- Four use-cases which describe the performance of the software;
- Association relationships between player and use-cases, and dependency relationships between use-cases.

Also, in the analysis stage of the interactive software, one activity diagram it is realizing for each use case present in the diagram from figure 3. Figure 4 shows the activity diagram corresponding to the "Generation of the bipartite graph" use-case that includes seven activities. For each activity will be implemented an algorithm having final goal the graphical representation of the bipartite graph associated with the puzzle.

4. DESIGN STAGE IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Conceptual modeling allows identifying the very important elements for the interactive software. Class diagram [13] is represented in order to be observed the connection mode between the classes and the interfaces that are used and also the composition and aggregate relationships between instances.

After identifying the specific elements of the interactive software, they were been implemented 3 interfaces and 9 classes grouped into three packages.
Package “GameState” brings together concepts that correspond to the algorithm corresponding to the bipartite graph, consisting of 2 classes and 2 interfaces (figure 5). For memorizing a state configuration, there was implemented “StateGame” class which implements “IStateGame” interface. The algorithm corresponding to bipartite graph is implemented by using “Algorithm” class which implements “IAlgorithm” interface. An instance of this class is composed by one instance of “StateGame” class and one instance of “BipartiteGraph”, according to composition relationship which exists in diagram.

Package “GraphicalUserInterface” brings together concepts that correspond to the graphical user interface corresponding to the interactive software, consisting of 3 classes (figure 6). For designing the graphical interface of the software, it was implemented the „MainInterface” class. An instance of this class is composed by one instance of “BipartiteClassRepresentation” class and one instance of “StateGameRepresentation” class, according to composition relationship which exists in diagram. The “StateGameRepresentation” class was implemented for show the current state of the puzzle, and the “BipartiteGraphRepresentation” class was implemented to present the bipartite graph associated to the current state of the puzzle.

Package “Graph” (figure 7) brings together concepts that correspond to the graph used to solve the puzzle, consisting of 4 classes and one interface. The concept of a vertex from a graph is implemented by using “Vertex” class which implements “GraphicalRepresentation” interface. An instance of this class is composed by two instance of “Vertex” class.

The concept of graph is implemented by using “Graph” class which implements “GraphicalRepresentation” interface. An instance of this class is composed by several instances of “Vertex” class and several instances of “Edge” class, according to composition relationship which exists in package diagram.

The concept of bipartite graph is implemented by using “BipartiteGraph” class which inherits from “Graph” class. In the design phase, it also performs statechart diagrams that specify the dynamic behavior of class instances. Figure 8 shows the statechart diagram associated with an instance of the “Algorithm” class.

Also, collaboration diagrams [14] are developed in the design stage with the aim to show the interactions between objects to solve the use-cases presented in figure 3. Figure 9 shows the collaboration diagram that includes the interactions between 8 types of objects that allow drawing of the bipartite graph.
5. IMPLEMENTATION STAGE IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Using UML, the implementation stage consists in a deployment diagram that describes the collection of components that ensure the functionality of the application [15]. In this type of diagram (figure 10) it can be seen how the software is divided, but also the dependencies between the 12 modules.

6. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

The interactive software is accomplished using the C# object-oriented programming language [16-17] on the .Net Framework platform [18]. Given the specified requirements in the use-case diagram (figure 3) it was designed the graphical user interface.

After the level of difficulty was selected, it was generated the bipartite graph associated to the start state (figure 11), and the player can begin the game. The application permits movements of any knight between two adjacent vertices, such that any vertex of the bipartite graph does not contain more than one knight at any time.

After each movement, the current state of the puzzle is updated (figure 12) and it is checked whether the final state (figure 13) has been reached.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper the graph theory, which is a branch of discrete mathematics, was applied to the game theory to efficiently solve the puzzle presented in figure 1. Because the graph theory is a difficult field of discrete mathematics, the computer games can be of helpful in the
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**Fig.11.** Graphical user interface corresponding to the initial state of the 6 knights puzzle
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**Fig.12.** Graphical user interface corresponding to the intermediate state

The utilization of interactive software signifies an efficient way of stimulation and development of the student motivation.

The interactive software presented in this paper contributes to the qualitative assimilation of the knowledge and to the competences related to the bipartite graphs, having great educational opportunities.
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**Fig.13.** Graphical user interface corresponding to the final state of the 6 knights puzzle
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Rezumat: În această lucrare este prezentat un soft interactiv implementat în limbajul de programare C# utilizând platforma .Net Frameworks care va permite rezolvare eficientă a unui puzzle obținut prin generalizarea puzzle-ului Guarini. Acesta constă în considerarea a 6 cai plastați pe o tablă de şah de dimensiune 3-n. Trei cai sunt albi și sunt plasați pe prima linie de pe tabla de şah, iar ceilalți trei sunt negri și sunt plasați pe ultima linie de pe tabla de şah. Scopul acestui puzzle constă în a muta caii printr-un număr minim de mutări astfel încât pe prima linie să fie toți caii negri, iar pe ultima linie toți caii albi. Acest puzzle aparține unei categorii de probleme care poate fi rezolvată eficient utilizând teoria grafulor, ce reprezintă o ramură a matematicii discrete.
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